Experience the 16th Annual AMS Student Conference through social media! This scavenger hunt will be a way to meet other students and share your experiences within our community (for those in Seattle and those who are not able to attend).

Complete the following tasks on Twitter using the hashtag #AMS2017 before the end of the Student Conference on Sunday afternoon. Winners will be announced on Sunday evening at the Young Professionals Reception!

1. Take a selfie with 3 or more new friends from the Student Conference and use the AMS Student Conference hashtag (#AMS2017) to share it! Optional: Follow your new friends on other social media platforms: Instagram, Twitter, Linkedin, etc.

2. Find someone who shares your interest in a subfield of atmospheric science (e.g. tropical meteorology, etc.) and take a picture together!

3. Trade business cards with 3 or more people, and follow them on Twitter (These can also be conference speakers!). These new people should be different from those in Task 1!

4. Write down something interesting during the Conversations with Professionals breakout sessions, and tweet about it afterwards using the hashtag #AMS2017.

5. Take a photo of your table during the mingle lunch on Saturday and post it on Twitter with everyone tagged!

6. Introduce yourself and chat with someone wearing a Beacon (bright yellow) lanyard OR a Student Conference Planning Committee Member (blue) lanyard.

7. Visit the booths at the Career Fair on Saturday and mention 3 or more of your favorites on Twitter (e.g., @Radarscope).

8. Tweet something you hear from Bill Murtagh during his Keynote Address on Sunday morning.

9. Tweet about your favorite moment during the Student Conference.

10. Show up for the Wrap-Up Session on Sunday at noon to receive your final task!

Are you following us?

Twitter: @AMSStudentConf | Facebook: AMS Student Conference